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SUMMARY

Pressure and flow rate eigenvaluc problems for one-dimensional flow of a fluid in a
network of pipes are derived from the familiar transmission line equations. These equations
arc lincarized by assuming small velocity and pressure oscillations about mean flow
conditi_s. It is shown that the flow rate eigenvalues are the same as the pressure
eigenvalues and the relationship benveen line pressure modes and flow ra_ modes is
established. A volume at the end of each branch is employed which allows any
combination of boundary conditions, from open to closed, m be used.

The Jacobi iu_ra6ve method is used to compute undamped natural f_lue_es and
associated pressm'e/Tlow modes. Several numerical examples are presenuxl which include
acoustic modes for the Helium Supply System of the Space Shuttle Orbiter Main
Propulsion System.

It should be noted that the method presented herein can be applied to any one-dimensional
acoustic system involving an arbitrary number of branches.

INTRODUCTION

Often in the analysis of dynamic responses of piped fluid networks, a _ "quick
look" at acoustic mode shapes and fnxlm of tim system is • useful diagnostic tool
prior to the initiation of more demikd diagnostic Zsting or modeling cfform. Knowled_ of
the fundamental and higher order respommmode f_luencies of the r;_m txmxl on linear
analysis allows for rapid assessment of modes which may co_. le dynamically with devices
such as regulators and check valves. 'rnis provides valuable diagnostic informlion when
u'oubleshoo_g dynamic problems with these types of devices. Knowledge of l_eSsure
and flow mode shapes can provide guidance on positioning of high f_quen_._ l_.uure and
flow u'ansducersduringtesting. Such informationcanbe usedm infermagmmdeof
pressure and flow oscillations in regions of the fluid system where measurements cammt be
mack due to various practical limiu, rions typically cncountm_ on operational systems.

During the course of diagnostic studies of several dynamicphenomena with regulators,
check valves, propellant feed systems and rocket engines of the Space Shuttle Orbiter
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spacecraft over the last four years, the authors developed a systematic fluid element
approach to the analysis of related piped fluid networks. These modeling pmcedmes were
incorporawd into a FORTRAN computer program called ACLMODES.

This paper presents derivations of basic building block equations used in _ program,
illustrates numerical accm'acy of the computer code on several problems wsth known .
closed-form solutions and illus_tes how the program was .used to analyze sevend dytmmtc
phenomena associated with piped fluid networks of the Orbiter spocecraft

GOVERNING F.QUATIONS

The basic equations employed in this paper are _e _ _ytka_" .
transmission line equations which govern one-dimetmonal uans_nt flow. These equanons
for an unbranched acoustic line are first re-cast in matrix from. Then, this matrix

formulation is generalized for systems of branched acoustic fines, referred to as "fluid
networks".

Matrix Form of Equations for Unbranched Acoustic Lines

The otxlin_ differential equations governing one-dimensional flow of an ideal gas, in
terms of volumetric flow, are (see Figure I for notation)

li(_i = Pi " Pi+I " Rfl lQllQs (I)

Ci i_i= Qi-1" Qi ; if I,N (2)

whcxc:

IS E

Pi =

Rfi =

N =

incnance of the ith fluid element,

capacitance of the ith fluid element,

mass flow into the i+l element,

prcssmc at the center of the i th fluid element

resistance,

total number of fluid elements used to model a line segment

For a uniform line modeled with equal-length elements, the itgnance, capacitance, and
flow resistance ate the same for all elements and are given by:

I = _ (3)

c = At, (4)
3q3RT

Rf=-_'f'_DLe)2A2 (5)
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wber_" ""

L = fluid clement length: flOW area

T " polylropic process exponent
- temperaauc

R = gas constant

- density" _tim factor (1_1_ flow)

= equivalcnt length for minor losses

It should be noted that Eq. (1) may be easily derived by integrming once the oec-
dimensional momentum equation and neglecting the convective tcrms. Equation (2) is the
equadon of conservation of mass for isentropic flow of an ideal gas. These equations me
derived in References [1], [2], and [3].

I i

C i

Figure 1. Typical discretizafion of a line segmcnL

The sets of Eqs. (1) and (2) may be written in matrix form in the special case ofRf s 0, that
is, for the undamped systcm. The matrix equations mc

AQ + BP = F 1 (6)

C i_ - B'rQ = F2 (7)

where the superscript dcnotes the transpose of the matrix, and:

A

ms

11

12
©

(s)
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C Z
C 2

© o
N

mm m (9)

B I

_1100---00-

0-110.-.00
00-11 ---00

..u.

0000 .... 11
0000."0-1 (10)

(Bii = -1, Bii+l = 1, otherwise Bij = 0)

Of Q2 ; p,,, P2 (11)

. P.

= 0
F2 I°tF1= 0

"PN+I

(12)

DiKczcntial F.quafions for AcousticLis_s with Branches

Consider a branched acoustic system such as that shown in Fisurc 2. The end volumes

V l, V2 and V3 arc used in the formulation for gencralizing the boundary conditions. It
should bc noted (see Appendix A) that V = 0 rcprcsents a closed end while V= -- is an
opcn end.
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VI I Q2 QJq Pk÷, QJ Qk-1 VZ

P1 P2 P_z Pj P_I Pk

Figure 2. Example of an acoustic line with a branch.

For simplicity, damping is neglected in this section. Equations (6) and (7) are applicable in
this case, but the matrix B has a different structure from that of Eq. (10). Not that Eqs.

(1) and (2) with Rfi = 0 apply at all elements with some modifications at the ends (elements

I, K, and N) and element j, where the branch connects to the main line. The fint-onJer
equations for these special elements are:

Ck = (15)

c.i, = (16)

Ik(_k " Pj " PK÷I (17)

V 1
with C z = .----. The B matrix in this case (one branch) has the following structure:

_RT

Bii = -I; i=l,N;

Bkj = -I

Bi i+l - I; i = I, N

i¢k

(18)

Note that B is an N x (N + 1) rectangular mau'ix.
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example on the su'ucmrc of B:

j =2
k =4
N=7

4

g m

(7x8)

-1100000o-
0-1100000
00-110000
0-1001000
0000-1100
00000-110
000000-11

m u
(19)

The extension to acousdc lines with multiple branches, or fluid networks, is straight
forward. Obviously, the structure of B depends on the numbering system used.

LinvafizeA Form ofGoverning Equations

For small pressure/flow oscinations, it can be shown that

A q + D q + EQ q = gs (20)

C p + H p + Ep p = g2 (21)

whcz¢ A and C arc given by Eqs. (8) and (9) respectively. The diagonal damping matrix D
is dcf'mcgi by

D I

where _i = 2R_Qi "°is the linear damping coefficie.nt,Qi° being the mean (steady) flow rate.

Note that the vcctors q, p, fl and f2 arc defmcd according to F.qs. (1 I) and (12), with Q,

P, F 1 and F2 replaced by q, p, fl and f2 respectively. The matrices H, Eq, Ep, gl and g2
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in Eqs. (20) and (21) are given by

H = B TA "lD B T'I C

EQ ffi B C "1 BT

E v = BTA-+B

+, -- s c-'r 
g2 - _z + UT"I(t'_ + VET'1 f2)

(22)

(23)
(24)

(7.5)

C_')

ACOUSTIC MODES IN FLUID NETWORKS

The undamped natural fzequencies and mode shapes for a fluid network a_. derek, m
from Eqs. (20) and (21) with D = 0. Setting the right hand of these equauons equal
zero, the free, undamped flow/pressm'e oscillations in a fluid network are governed by

i.

Aq+EQq =0 (27)

os

Cp+Epp =0 (28)

where A, C, EQ and Ep are defined by Eqs. (8), (9), (23) and (24) respectively.

The eigenvalue problem associated with Eq. (27) is

AX = XQEQX (29)

where _Q = _ and X is a flow eigenvector or flow mode.

The eigenvalue problem associated with Eq. (28) is

C Y = _.p Ep Y (30)

1
where _ -- _ and Y is a pressure eigenvecmr or pressure mode.

It can be easily shown that

and

¢oQ- o_

Y ffi C-IBTX

(31)

(32)
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ComputerProgramACLMODES '"

A computer pro.gram,rcferr_,toas ACLMODES, was developed which co.m.putesthe .
naturalfrequenclesand assocmted flow rate/pressuremoots xoran acoumc treenetworx.
The program can accommodate any number of brancheswith any combination ofboundary

conditions(rangingfrom closedtoopen ateach end). The inputtotheprogram isrelatively
simpledue toitscapabilityof generatingacousticelementswith identical_s.

lmcr _.q. _z,J) or Jc,q. t._). L,me pressure moats are computea elmer mrecuy n'om r.,q.
) or using Eq. (32).

NUMERICAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

examples demonstrating capabilities, of the A CI:,MODES pin, am me _ in
following paragraphs. The first example ss a compm't, son of a .mmpte _ s n_luenctes
predicted by ACLMODES and the closed-form soluuon shown m Appendix A. The other
examples arc actual applications of ACLMODES on Space Shuttle fluid line systems.

Numerical Test Case

Example 1 is a test case consisting of a 100 inch long pipe of 0.5 inch I.D. filled with
helium and a volume on both ends. Three different combinations of end volumes, shown

in Table 1, were used. Note that all volumes arc in cubic inches. Case A represents an

open-closed boundary conditions and Case B a closed-closed.

CASE A

CASE B

CASE C

VOLUME A

0.00001

0.00001

0.I

VOLUME B

100(30

0.00001

10

Table 1. Volume sizes for ACLMODES test case.

ACLMODES was used todeterminethefirstthreenatm'alfn:qucncicsofeach of thethn_

cases.Each casewas n_peat_ with fourdifferentclement lengthstoevaluatesolution

accuracy versus number of line elements employed. The closed-form solution shown in
Appendix A was then used to calculated the fn:quencles of the three cases. The
ACLMODES results am shown in Table 2 together with the closed-form solution.
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NUMBER OF ELEMENTS Q.OSED
MODE 16 20 50 100 FORM

1 100.'_0 100.38 100.40 100.40 100.40

CASE A 2 298.23 300.31 300.98 300.98 301.00
3 488.85 498.43 501.13 501.52 501.64

" 1 199J83 200.45 200.62 200,64 200.65
CASE B 2 394.73 399.66 401.04 401.24 401.30

3 579.92 596.40 601.06 601.73 601.95
145.02 145.09 145.10 145.11 145A1

CASE C 2 320.47 322.36 322.89 322.96 322.98
3 502.28 511.27 513.81 514.17 514.28

Table 2. Acoustic Frequencies O-Iz)of Cases A, B and C.

The percent diffe_nce between the values ACLMODES predicted and that of the closed-
form solution are shown in Table 3.

MODE
I

CASE A 2
3

1
CASE B 2

3

1
CASE C 2

3

10
0.I0
0.92
2.55
0.41
1.64
3.66
0.06
0.78
2.33

NUMBER OF ELEMENTS
"20
0.02
0.23
0.64
0.10'
0.41
0.92
0.01
0.19
0.59

50

0.00
0.01
0.10
0.01
0.06
0.15
0.01
0.03
0.09

Table 3. Percent Error of Cases A, B and C
Compared to Closed-Form Solution

00 '"

0.00
0.01
0.02
0.00
0.01
0.04
0.00
0.01
0.02

These numerical results show excellent agreement with the closed-form solution results.
As expected, there is improvement in accuracy of the numerical solution as the number of
line elements increases. A general rule of thumb for an acceptable line element length

requin_ to obtain accurate numerical results is (eL,/c < 0.5, when= m is the estimated
circular fn:quency of the mode sought in rad/sec, L is the line element length (inch) and c is

the speed of sound in the fluid (inch/sec). Figure 1 shows percent _ versus og.Jc for all
values in Table 3.
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Figure 1. Percent error versus olIJc

It can be seen that when the condition oRJc < 0.5 is not met the percent cnor is gleam"

than 1.

Test Stand Line Dynamics

Stability testing of the Primary Reaction Control System (PRCS) thruster at the NASA
Whi= Sands Test Facility (WSTF) required that the test stand have similar line dynamics to
that of the Space Shuttle Orbiter. This is because the PRCS thruster is a prcssurc-fa:!

engine so the pressure recovery or watcrhammcr of the line governs the start-up u'ansients.
Thcrcfon_, a sh'nple line having similar watcrhammcr characteristics to that of the aft PRCS
fccd system, which is a fairly complicated system with many branches and twelve primary
thrusters (see Figure 2), was desired.

Supply
Tank

0
\

[]

"!

Thn,_em

Figure 2. Schematic of the Space Shuttle's PRCS aft fuel supply system.
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The original idea was to use similar line diameters m that of the vehicle and the avera_

distance from the supply tank to the thrusters as the test stand line knob. l_lWeVcr:it was
not obvious that this would yield the same dynamics as the vehicle so a mode or each

configuration was constructed.

The first mode of the proposed test stand fuel line was found using ACLMODES and is

shown in Figure 3. As expected it _ to be an opcn-closed.m_, with. frequency
65 Hz. The first mode of the vehicle s piping system was found to nave a nzqucncy m

Hz and is shown in Figure 4. The difference in r_cqucncy was not _'lptablc..so the zst
stand line was reconfigm_d to have the same first natural fnxluency as me vemc_ xeeo

system.

Figure 3. Fu'st pressure mode of simple feed system.

Figure 4. First pressure mode of the Space Shuttle's PRCS aft fuel supply system.
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Space Shuttle Main Propulsion System I-Iclium Supply System

The regulators in the helium supply system for Space Shuttle Main Propulsion System
(MPS) were experiencing oscillations. These oscillations we_ seen both on test stands as
well as on the vehicle. It was believed that the somce of the oscillations was the regulalms

coupling with the downstream line acoustics.

Each engine has its own helium supply system. A helium supply system consists of high
pan=Isinpmncl,pressm¢ supply tanks, tubing leading up to two . . .

rejoining and continuing on to the engin=. A p_el.co_..sist _ a regulalm _ relief vmve as
well as several solenoids and check valves, umy me uncs oownsuv, am ot me regulatot_

were of interest, so they were all that was modcled (see l=iipLre 5).

p 4.

/ _(_ Regulator A "',

__ lS" ,il 30" O i Panel A /. "i

I_elief / Relief'
I

SensorA I v=ve^ ' ,,

428.4" ' - " ,,

_° t I ,/ Relief "', Engine 1
!

!

' 30" Valve(_ ,, _ 15" . i Panel B

'g° lief ',
I

, Sensor B 0 Regulator B. J
"m m

Figure 5. MPS Engine 1 helium schematic of lines downstream of regulators.

l=igure 6 through 8 show the first, fourth and eighteen pressure modes predicted by
ACLMODES for the I helium supplyEngine system. The fourth mode is shown again in

Figure 9 as a flow mode.
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Figure 6. Fzrstpressure modc of the Engine 1 hclium
lines downsucam of regulators.

Fig_Lrc7. Fourth lYrCssurcmode of the Engine I hcliurn
lines downsucam of xcgulators.

Figure 8. Eighteenth pressure mode of the F_nsincI helium
lines downsucarn of regulators.
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Figure 9. Fourth flow mode of the Engine 1 helium
lines downstream of regulators.

Not all regulatca's oscillate,d on thevehicleand thosethatdid,oscillatedatdifferent
_o_Uencies depending on flow demand and number of regulators in use. One mode of

tion was around 115 to 120 hertz, with the regulators oscillating out of phase wath
each other. This mode was predicted by ACLMODES and can be seen in Figure 7 and
Figure 9.

The presstu'e mode shapes were also used to determine if the pressure oscillations being
measured by a transducer were representative of the oscillations at the regulators. This was
done by examining the modes with frequencies near the frequency of interest and
determining if the pressure amplitude at the transducer was being attenuated or amplified
compared to that of the regulator.

CONCLUSIONS

The method presented herein has proven to be a very useful and accuram tool for
determining dynamic characteristics of complex fluid networks, such as pressure recovery
and oscillatory behavior. When implemented in a computer code and coupled with a
plotting routine, this technique can graphically show vital information about the behavior of
a fluid system impossible to obtain with hand calculations.
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APPENDIX A

Modes of a Su'a/ght Acousdc Line with General End Conditions

The classical wave equation for a straight tube in terms of volumetric flow rate is

The boundary conditions for the system shown bclow me derived f_m the continuity
equation and the definition of fluid capacitance.

L

X hJ

1 Q(x,t) 2

Figure A-1. Straight acoustic line.

The continuity equation is

(A.2)

where

But

p = fluiddensity
c = acousticvelocity
Q = volumetricflowrate
P = pressure
A = flow area

"_ = _(Qm'Qom)

where C is the fluid capacitance which is given by

Gas:
V V V

C _ _ _ _ _

2
_P 1RT pcI

(A.3)

Liquid: C

V V
_=--_

PCL
('13= Bulk Modulus)
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Substitution of (A.3) in (A.2) yields

pc2_ = -A_(Qin-Qou ,)

or,

_-_= - _- (Q_- Q_) (A.4)

For end l, x = O,

Qt. = 0. Qo., = Q l_=0

(A.5)

(A.6)

The general solution of F.q. (A.1) is

(0 (0

Q(x,0 = I'(0 (Dlsin _- x + D2cos _ x) (A.7)

where

T(t) = Btsin cot + B2cos cot (A.8)

Substitution of conditions (A.5) and (A.6) into Eq. (A.7) leads m the following frequency

equation

(X I
1+

(X2

tan _ = l (A.9)

a _ %t22
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co v_ v 2
where f_ = _" L is a nondimensional frequency, a I = _ and a 2 =

1. V 2 -_ eo (open end)

1
t'l tan t'1 =--

a t

2. V 2 --+ 0 (closed end)

tanfl = -al t'l
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